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SLAB ROLLERS
These sturdy machines are constructed of heavy gauge steel pipe and plate, precision machined parts, permanently sealed bearings
and aircraft quality cables. The beds consist of masonite shims which can be removed or added to vary the slab thickness from
1/4 inch to 1 1/4 inch (1" for SRC). A canvas covered removable shim that absorbs water from the clay is used so you can peel off the
clay slab easily. The entire shim with clay slab can be removed from the bed.

SR-20
Rolls out slabs 20 inches wide and five feet long. Includes three masonite shims:
one 1/8" plain and two 1/4" with canvas. The side rails of the SR-20 are now
made with 3/16" steel for added strength and rigidity.

PRICE $2,626.00
SR-36
Rolls out slabs 36 inches wide and 5 feet Long. Includes four masonite shims: one 1/8" plain,
one 1/4" plain and two 1/4" with canvas. The side rails of the SR-36 are now made with ¼”
steel for added strength and rigidity. Note on the SR-36 slab roller: Because of the amount of
clay and the mechanical pressure that is produced rolling a large slab, we find there are some
variables to consider. The middle of the bed bows slightly, creating a slab that is thinner on the sides.
This variation is more evident when rolling thinner slabs from 1/2 inch to 3/4 inch.

PRICE $3,219.00
MINI SRC
Portable, yet extremely sturdy, this slab roller is compact enough to fit on a table while rolling
out slabs up to 14 ¾”W x 14 ¾”L . It is constructed of steel pipe and bent plate like the SRC
so it will last for many years. The patented cable drive system with opposing rollers produces
even pressure along the bed. It includes one 1/4" and two 1/8"thick shims and will roll slabs from
3/16" to 5/8" thick.

PRICE $779.00
SRC
Ideal for the hobby potter, practical for home and studio use; the SRC can produce slabs 21 inches wide
and 40 inches long, in thicknesses from ¼ inch to 1 inch. Available as either a table model or with
easy-to-assemble, screw-in legs. The legs are constructed of heavy wall steel pipe to provide a sturdy work
surface. The table with legs is 36 inches high, a convenient height for working with slabs. The simplicity
of the patented cable drive system, with its opposing rollers, allows use of a light frame without bed flex.
The cable is aircraft quality and is attached to the frame with swivel ends to insure cable alignment and
longevity. Although the frame is lighter than our heavy-duty slabrollers (the SR-14, SR-20 and SR-36), the
SRC offers the same excellent Brent® quality. All solid steel construction, a solid hardwood handle and the same heavy cotton belting and
canvas covered shims. The SRC uses our time-proven shim adjustment to vary the slab thickness. Each SRC comes with six masonite shims:
four 1/4" plain; one 1/4" with canvas and one 1/8" plain. One inch thick particle board bed also included.

PRICE $1050.00 Optional leg set $200.00
SR-14
Can be used on a table top or mounted on the optional leg set. It rolls out slabs
14 inches and 3 feet long. Includes three masonite shims: one 1/8” plain and two 1/4” with canvas.

PRICE $1,815.00
Optional Leg Set: PRICE $317.00
SLAB ROLLER SHIMS
Tempered masonite shims to vary the thickness of slabs produced on your slab roller.
Shipped by freight only because of size.

SR-14
1/4” shim with canvas
1/8” shim

SRC
1/4” shim with canvas
1/4” shim
1/8” shim

PRICE

SR- 20

PRICE

$45.00
$20.00

1/4 shim with canvas
1/8” shim

PRICE

SR-36
1/4” shim with canvas
1/4” shim
1/8” shim

$61.00
$24.00
$19.00

$138.00
$32.00

10% Discount plus Freight

MINI SRC
1/4” shim with canvas
1/8” shim
PRICE
$193.00
$67.00
$52.00

38

PRICE
$56.00
$20.00

